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Abstract
We prove a uniqueness theorem for traversable wormhole solutions in
the Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton gravity with a phantom scalar field and a
possible phantom electromagnetic field. In a certain region of the pa-
rameter space, determined by the asymptotic values of the scalar field
and the lapse function, the regular wormholes are completely specified
by their mass, scalar charge and electric charge. The argument is based
on the positive energy theorem applied on an appropriate conformally
transformed Riemannian space.
1 Introduction
Wormholes arise naturally in general relativity and alternative theories of grav-
ity as solutions which form bridges between different universes, or different
regions of the same universe [1]. Physically most interesting are the so called
traversable wormholes, which are free of conical or curvature singularities, and
can be considered in context of future spacetime travel [2]. Solutions with con-
ical singularity localized in the equatorial plane (ring wormholes) also attract
attention as models of elementary particles sourced by a cosmic string [3].
It is well known that in general relativity traversable wormholes cannot be
supported by matter obeying the null energy condition [4]. Its violation requires
the existence of some exotic matter with negative energy density. Such scenar-
ios are widely investigated also in cosmological context in view of dark energy
models. One of the most simple models proposes the introduction of phantom
matter fields, which possess kinetic terms coupled repulsively to gravity, such
as phantom scalar or electromagnetic fields. Their presence agrees with current
cosmological observations, and enables a variety of wormhole solutions [5]. We
should note, however, that regular wormholes can exist in certain alternative
theories of gravity without introducing any exotic matter [6].
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In contrast to black holes, wormhole solutions, although available in many
cases, are not classified systematically. A recent work proved that the Ellis-
Bronnikov wormhole is the unique static traversable wormohole in Einstein-
scalar field theory [7]. The goal of the present paper is to provide a uniqueness
theorem for traversable wormholes in the static sector of the Einstein-Maxwell-
dilaton theory with a phantom dilaton field and a possible phantom electromag-
netic field. We consider the case of dilaton-Maxwell coupling constant equal to
unity.
2 Field equations and general definitions
We consider Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton theory with a phantom dilaton field de-
fined by the following action
S = 1
16π
∫
dx4
√−g [R+ 2 g∇µϕ g∇µϕ− ε e−2ϕFµνFµν] . (1)
We further allow that the Maxwell-gravity coupling constant ε can take either
positive, or negative values ε = ±1. Thus, we include in our analysis also
phantom Maxwell fields. The action leads to the following field equations on
the spacetime manifold M (4)
Rµν = −2 g∇µϕ g∇νϕ+ 2εe−2ϕ
(
FµβF
β
ν −
gµν
4
FβγF
βγ
)
, (2)
g∇[βFµν] = 0,
g∇β
(
e−2ϕF βµ
)
= 0,
g∇β g∇βϕ = 1
2
εe−2ϕFµνF
µν ,
where Rµν is the spacetime Ricci tensor, ϕ represents the dilaton field, and Fµν
is the Maxwell field.
We are interested in strictly static spacetimes, i.e. spacetimes possessing a
Killing vector field ξ, which is everywhere timelike. For such spacetimes there
exists a smooth Riemannian manifold (M (3), g(3)) and a smooth lapse function
N :M (3) −→ R+ allowing the following decomposition
M4 = R×M (3), gµνdxµdxν = −N2dt2 + g(3)ij dxidxj . (3)
Staticity of the Maxwell and scalar fields is defined by means of the Lie
derivative along the timelike Killing field ξ = ∂
∂t
,
LξF = 0, Lξϕ = 0. (4)
We will further focus on the case of purely electric field, which means that
ιξ ⋆ F = 0 is satisfied.
We consider static, asymptotically flat wormhole solutions to the field equa-
tions (2) with two asymptotically flat ends. In analogy to [7] we adopt the
following formal definition:
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A solution to the field equations (2) is said to be a static, asymptotically flat
traversable wormhole solution if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. The spacetime is strictly static.
2. The Riemannian manifold (M (3), g(3)) is complete.
3. For some compact set K, M (3)−K consists of two ends End+ and End−
such that each end is diffeomorphic to R(3)\B¯ where B¯ is the closed unit ball
centered at the origin in R(3), and with the following asymptotic behavior of the
3-metric, the lapse function, the scalar field, and the electromagnetic field
g
(3)
ij = N
−2
±
(
1 +
2M±
r
)
δij +O(r−2), N = N±
(
1− M±
r
)
+O(r−2),
ϕ = ϕ± − q±
r
+O(r−2), F = −
(
Q±
r2
+O(r−3)
)
dt ∧ dr, (5)
with respect to the standard radial coordinate r of R(3), where δij is the standard
flat metric on R(3).
The conditions in the above wormhole definition are chosen in order to re-
flect the expected properties of the wormhole geometry in a natural way. The
first condition involves the requirement that no horizons should be present, the
second one ensures that the constant time slices are free from singularities, while
the third one is the standard notion of asymptotically flat regions.
In our notations N± > 0, M±, ϕ± 6= 0, q± 6= 0, Φ± 6= 0, and Q± 6= 0
are constants. M± and q± represent the total (ADM) mass and the scalar
charge of the corresponding end End±. The parameters Q± are connected to
the conserved electric charge associated with each end, however deviating from
it by a multiplicative factor1. We choose N− ≤ N+.
In the present paper we will also assume that the 3-dimensional manifold
M (3) is simply connected. We can introduce the electric field one-form
E = −ιξF, (6)
which satisfies dE = 0 as a consequence of the field equations and the staticity
of the Maxwell field. Then, since M (3) is simply connected, there exists an
electromagnetic potential Φ defined on M (3) such that E = dΦ. The Maxwell
2-form is given by
F = −N−2ξ ∧ dΦ, (7)
and considering (5) we obtain the asymptotic behavior of the potential
Φ = Φ± +
Q±
r
+O(r−2). (8)
1The conserved electric charge is defined by eq. (21).
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Using the metric and the electromagnetic field decomposition, we can obtain
the following dimensionally reduced static EMD equations
g∆N = εN−1e−2ϕ g∇iΦ g∇iΦ, (9)
gRij = −2 g∇iϕ g∇jϕ+N−1 g∇i g∇jN
+ εN−2e−2ϕ(gij
g∇kΦ g∇kΦ− 2 g∇iΦ g∇jΦ),
g∇i(N−1e−2ϕ g∇iΦ) = 0,
g∇i(N g∇iϕ) = −εN−1e−2ϕ g∇iΦ g∇iΦ,
where g∇ and gRij are the Levi-Civita connection and the Ricci tensor with
respect to the 3-metric g
(3)
ij .
Using the maximum principle for elliptic partial differential equations and
from the asymptotic behaviour of N it follows that the values of N on M (3)
satisfy
N− ≤ N ≤ N+ (10)
as the equality is satisfied only in the case Q± =M± = 0.
3 Divergence identities and functional relations
between the potentials
We consider the conformally transformed metric γij on M
(3) defined by
γij = N
2gij . (11)
It is also convenient to introduce further the potentials
U = ln(N) + ϕ, Ψ = ln(N)− ϕ, (12)
allowing to simplify the reduced field equations (9) to the form
γRij = DiUDjΨ+DiΨDjU − 2ε e−2UDiΦDjΦ, (13)
DiD
iU = 0,
DiD
iΨ = 2ε e−2UDiΦD
iΦ,
Di(e
−2UDiΦ) = 0.
where Di denotes the covariant derivative with respect to the metric γij .
For a given solution (γij , U,Ψ,Φ) the transformation (γij → γij , U → U+C1,
Ψ→ Ψ+C2, Φ→ eC1(Φ + C3)) where C1, C2 and C3 are constants, generates
new solutions. These new solutions can however be regarded as trivial. In order
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to get rid of them we shall impose the following constraints on the potentials
U , Ψ and Φ:
U+ = −U−, Ψ+ = −Ψ−, Φ+ = −Φ−. (14)
The field equations (13) can be interpreted as describing a 3-dimensional
gravity coupled to a non-linear σ-model parameterized by the scalar fields φA =
(U,Ψ,Φ) with a target space metric
GABdφ
AdφB =
1
2
(dUdΨ + dΨdU)− 2εe−2UdΦ2. (15)
The Killing vectors for this metric are
K(1) = 2εΦ
∂
∂Ψ
+
1
2
e2U
∂
∂Φ
, (16)
K(2) =
∂
∂U
+Φ
∂
∂Φ
,
K(3) = −ε ∂
∂Φ
,
K(4) =
∂
∂Ψ
,
and the corresponding Killing one-forms are given by
K
(1)
A dφ
A = 2ΦdU − dΦ, (17)
K
(2)
A dφ
A = −dΨ+ 2ε e−2UΦdΦ,
K
(3)
A dφ
A = e−2UdΦ,
K
(4)
A dφ
A = dU.
Using the fact that K
(a)
A dφ
A are Killing one-forms for the metric GAB and
taking into account the equations for φA one can show that the following diver-
gence identities are satisfied
Di(K
(a)
A D
iφA) = 0. (18)
We integrate these equations over M (3) and consider the behaviour of the po-
tentials φA at the two asymptotically flat ends End+ and End− given by (5).
Thus, the following relations are obtained
M+ + q+ = −M− − q−, (19)
e−2U+ Q+ = −e−2U− Q−,
M+ − q+ = −(M− − q−)− 2εQ˜+∆Φ,
e2U+ = e2U− − 2(M+ + q+)∆Φ
Q˜+
, (20)
where we have introduced the notations
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Q˜± = e
−2U
± Q
±
, (21)
∆Φ = Φ+ − Φ−. (22)
The quantities Q˜± = e
−2U± Q± represent the conserved electric charges
associated with the two asymptotic ends. The identities (19)-(20) lead to Smarr-
like relations connecting the conserved charges for the two asymptotic ends
M+ +M− + εQ˜+∆Φ = 0,
q+ + q− − εQ˜+∆Φ = 0. (23)
Thus, we can retain as independent parameters, which characterize the worm-
hole solutions, only the asymptotic charges associated with End+.
We can expand the last relation (20) between the asymptotic properties to a
functional relation valid on the whole 3-dimensional manifoldM (3). We consider
the potential
χ1 = e
2U+ − e2U − 2(M+ + q+) Φ˜
Q˜+
, (24)
where we denote Φ˜ = Φ − Φ+, which is normalized appropriately to vanish at
both asymptotic ends End±. Then, we can construct a related 1-form ω =
−e−2Udχ1, given explicitly by the expression
ω = 2dU + 2e−2U
(M+ + q+)
Q˜+
dΦ, (25)
which obeys the relation
e2Uωiω
i = −Diχ1 ωi = −Di(χ1ωi), (26)
as a result of the field equations. Integrating this relation over M (3) we obtain
∫
M(3)
e2Uωiω
idµ = −
∫
M(3)
Di(χ1ω
i)dµ = −
∫
S∞+
⋃
S∞
−
χ1ω
idSi = 0, (27)
where we have used the asymptotic behaviour of the potential χ1. Then, it
is satisfied that ωi = 0 on M
(3), and consequently the potential χ1 vanishes
identically. Hence, we obtain the following relation between the potentials U
and Φ
e2U+ − e2U − 2M˜+ Φ˜
Q˜+
= 0, (28)
where we introduce the notation M˜+ =M+ + q+.
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We can further consider the potential η, defined by
dη = dΨ− 2εe−2UΦdΦ, (29)
and construct the current Ji = UDiη − ηDiU . The current Ji is conserved as
a consequence of the field equations, i.e. DiJ
i = 0 on M (3). Integrating this
equation over M (3), and using the asymptotic identities (19), we get[
(M+ − q+) + 2εΦ+Q˜+
]
∆U − M˜+∆η = 0, (30)
where the quantities ∆U = U+ − U− = 2U+ and ∆η = η+ − η− are defined
by means of the values of the potentials U and η at the two asymptotic ends
End±. The identity can be extended to a relation valid on the whole M
(3). We
introduce the potential
χ2 =
[
(M+ − q+) + 2εΦ+Q˜+
]
U˜ − M˜+η˜, (31)
where we denote U˜ = U − U+, η˜ = η − η+, which by construction vanishes on
both asymptotic ends. We can further consider the 1-form ̟ = dχ2, satisfying
̟i̟
i = Diχ2̟
i = Di(χ2̟
i), (32)
as a result of the field equations. Integrating this equation over M (3) and using
the asymptotic behavior of the potential χ2, we get that ̟i = 0 on M
(3), and
consequently χ2 also vanishes identically. Hence, we obtain the relation
[
(M+ − q+) + 2εΦ+Q˜+
]
U˜ = M˜+η˜ (33)
which leads to
Ψ = −q
2
+ −M2+ + εQ˜2+e2U+
M˜2+
U +
εQ˜2+
2M˜2+
(
e2U − 1
2
e2U+ − 1
2
e−2U+
)
. (34)
Using the relations Φ(U) and Ψ(U) we can express the field equations (13)
by means of a single potential U in the form
γRij = − 2
M˜2+
(
q2+ −M2+ + εQ˜2+e2U+
)
DiUDjU, (35)
DiD
iU = 0.
Using the field equations we can derive an inequality restricting the asymp-
totic values of potential U and M˜+ at the asymptotic ends End±∫
M3
DiUD
iUdµ =
∫
M3
Di(UD
iU)dµ
=
∫
S∞+
UDiUdS
i +
∫
S∞
−
UDiUdS
i
=4π (U+ − U−) M˜+ = 8πU+M˜+ > 0. (36)
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4 Uniqueness theorem
We will prove a uniqueness theorem for the static asymptotically flat wormhole
solutions in the Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton theory given by (1), with a phantom
scalar field and a possible phantom electromagnetic field. The main steps of the
proof are based on the ideas developed in [7]. The argument is valid only for a
certain range of the solution parameters satisfying a constraint given below.
The following statement can be formulated:
Theorem: The asymptotic charges M+, q+, Q˜+ and the asymptotic value
U+ of the potential U for static, asymptotically flat traversable wormhole solu-
tions to the Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton equations (2) with a phantom scalar field
and a possible phantom electromagnetic fields satisfy the inequality
q2+ −M2+ + εQ˜2+e2U+ > 0. (37)
Moreover, for fixed value of the parameter ε = ±1 there can be only one
static, asymptotically flat traversable wormhole spacetime (M (4), g(4), ϕ,Φ) with
asymptotic values of the potentials satisfying (14), with given mass M+, scalar
charge q+, electric charge Q˜+, and asymptotic value of the potential U+ satis-
fying the inequality
0 <
√
q2+ −M2+ + εQ˜2+e2U+
M˜2+
U+ ≤ π
2
. (38)
It is isometric to the spherically symmetric solution constructed below.
Proof: We consider the three-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M (3), γij)
with metric γij given by (11). It is a complete asymptotically flat manifold with
two ends possessing vanishing mass, γM± = 0. The completeness of the metric
γij is ensured by its definition, combined with the fact that the metric g
(3)
ij is
complete and the lapse function N is bounded on M (3).
The asymptotic behavior of γij can be obtained from the asymptotic behav-
ior of g
(3)
ij and the lapse function N as
γij = δij +O(r
−2). (39)
Let us assume that the following inequality between the conserved charges
and the asymptotic values of the potentials is satisfied
q2+ −M2+ + εQ˜2+e2U+ ≤ 0. (40)
Then we have a complete asymptotically flat Riemannian manifold (M (3), γij),
which possesses a non-negative scalar curvature as can be seen from (35), and
zero total mass for each of its ends. From the rigidity of the positive energy
theorem [8] it follows that (M (3), γij) is isometric to (R
(3), δij). Thus, our
assumption that (40) is satisfied leads to a contradiction. Therefore, we conclude
that for wormhole solutions the mass, the electric charge and the scalar charge
have to satisfy the inequality
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q2+ −M2+ + εQ˜2+e2U+ > 0. (41)
Under this condition we can introduce a new scalar field λ, defined by
λ =
√
q2+ −M2+ + εQ˜2+e2U+
M˜2+
U, (42)
with asymptotic values constrained in the range
0 < λ+ = −λ− ≤ π
2
, (43)
as follows from (38).
In terms of the new potential λ the field equations take the form
R(h)ij = −2DiλDjλ, (44)
DiD
iλ = 0.
In this way we reduce the problem to the one solved in [7]. Under the asymptotic
condition (43) we can perform the conformal transformation
hij = Ω
2γij , (45)
where the conformal factor is given by
Ω2 =
sin4(λ+λ+2 )
sin4(λ+)
. (46)
Using the field equations (44) we can show that the scalar curvature of the
conformably transformed metric hij vanishes. The conformally transformed
metric can be expanded as
γij = Ω
2hij =
(
q2+ −M2+ + ε2e2U+Q˜2+
)2
16 sin4(λ+)r4
δij +O(1/r
6) (47)
near End− in the standard asymptotic coordinate r → ∞. We can perform a
coordinate transformation yi = xi/r2, and introduce a new radial coordinate
R such that R2 = δijy
iyj . Then, the asymptotic expansion of the metric near
End− is performed when R→ 0, and we obtain
h(
∂
∂yi
,
∂
∂yj
) =
(
q2+ −M2+ + ε2e2U+Q˜2+
)2
16 sin4(λ+)
δij +O(R
2). (48)
Consequently, we can add a point ∞ at R = 0, and construct a sufficiently
regular manifold M˜ (3) = M (3) ∪ ∞. By construction the Riemannian mani-
fold M˜ (3) = M (3) ∪ ∞ is geodesically complete, scalar flat manifold with one
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asymptotically flat end End+. According to the positive energy theorem [8]
its total mass M˜ (h) with respect to the metric hij should be non-negative, i.e.
M˜ (h) ≥ 0 should be satisfied. We can obtain the mass M˜ (h) from the asymptotic
behaviour of hij , which is given by
hij =
(
1− 2 cot(λ+)
√
q2+ −M2+ + ε2e2U+Q˜2+
1
r
)
δij +O(r
−2), (49)
when r → ∞. Hence we have M˜ (h) = −2 cot(λ+)
√
q2+ −M2+ + ε2e2U+Q˜2+.
Taking into account the inequality (36) it follows that M˜ (h) ≤ 0, as the equality
is saturated only for λ+ =
pi
2 . Therefore, we obtain that M˜
(h) = 0 and λ+ =
pi
2 .
Let us note that λ+ =
pi
2 through the relation (42) gives an algebraic relation
which determines U+ as a function of M+, q+ and Q˜+.
In summary, we constructed a geodesically complete, scalar flat Rieman-
nian manifold (M˜ (3), hij) with one asymptotically flat end and vanishing total
mass. Then, by the positive energy theorem in the rigid case [8] it follows that
(M˜ (3), hij) is isometric to (R
3, δij). Consequently, the metrics γij and g
(3)
ij are
conformally flat and M (3) is diffeomorphic to R3/{0}.
The wormhole solutions satisfying the theorem assumptions can be con-
structed by straightforward integration of the field equations (44) in spherical
coordinates. More precisely we have to integrate (44) for the metric
γijdx
idxj = sin−4(
λ
2
+
π
4
)(dR2 +R2dθ2 +R2 sin2 θdφ2), (50)
with the asymptotic conditions −pi2 ≤ λ ≤ pi2 . As a result, we obtain the solution
γijdx
idxj =
(
1 +
q2+ −M2+ + ε2e2U+Q˜2+
4R2
)2 (
dR2 +R2dθ2 +R2 sin2 θdφ2
)
,
λ = 2 arctan(
2R√
q2+ −M2+ + ε2e2U+Q˜2+
)− π
2
, (51)
where R ∈ (0,+∞). We can further introduce another radial coordinate x
taking the symmetric range x ∈ (−∞,∞) by the coordinate transformation
x = R− q
2
+−M
2
++ε2e
2U+ Q˜2+
4R , and write the metric in the form
γijdx
idxj = dx2 + (x2 + q2+ −M2+ + ε2e2U+Q˜2+)(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2),
λ = arctan(
x√
q2+ −M2+ + ε2e2U+Q˜2+
). (52)
By construction we have obtained the unique form of the potential λ corre-
sponding to a regular wormhole solution, and satisfying the prescribed asymp-
totic behavior. It determines the potential U by the relation (42), from which
we can generate explicitly the wormhole solutions as described in the following
section.
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4.1 Construction of the EMD phantom wormhole space-
times
The explicit form of the solutions, which satisfy the presented uniqueness the-
orem can be obtained by using the relations Φ(U) and Ψ(U) given by (28) and
(34), as well as the definition (42). Hence, we obtain the electromagnetic field
as a function of the potential λ
Φ = − Q˜+
2M˜+
[
e
2M˜+λ
Cλ − cosh πM˜+
Cλ
]
, (53)
Cλ =
√
q2+ −M2+ + ε2e2U+Q˜2+ .
The metric function N and the dilaton field ϕ are further extracted from
the potentials U and Ψ using their definition (12)
N2 = exp
[(
2M+ −
ε Q˜2+
M˜+
e2U+
)
λ
Cλ
+
ε Q˜2+
2M˜2+
(
e
2M˜+λ
Cλ − cosh πM˜+
Cλ
)]
,
ϕ =
(
q+ +
ε Q˜2+
2M˜+
e2U+
)
λ
Cλ
− ε Q˜
2
+
4M˜2+
(
e
2M˜+λ
Cλ − cosh πM˜+
Cλ
)
. (54)
In the case of positive Maxwell-gravity coupling constant ε = 1 the con-
structed solution was previously obtained by a different procedure in [10]. In
this work the solution is parameterized by the integration constants b1, b2, c1,
c2 and Q, which are related to our parameters M+, q+, Q˜+ and U+ as
c1 = M˜+, c2 = 0, Q = −Q˜+,
b1 = q+ +
Q˜2+
2M˜+
e2U+ , b2 =
ε Q˜2+
4M˜2+
cosh
πM˜+
Cλ
, (55)
while the notation l corresponds to our expression Cλ. The proof of the unique-
ness theorem imposes a restriction on the asymptotic value of the potential λ,
i.e. λ+ = −λ− = pi2 , which through the relation (42) leads to a restriction on
the asymptotic value U+. It should satisfy the algebraic equation
U+ =
π
2
√
M˜2+
q2+ −M2+ + εQ˜2+e2U+
, (56)
which can be always ensured, sinceM+, q+, Q˜+ can take arbitrary values. Thus,
we obtain that the solution is parameterized by three independent parameters,
given by the conserved charges M+, q+, Q˜+ associated with the asymptotic
End+. By our theorem, in the parameter range specified by (41), they determine
the solution uniquely, and any regular traversable wormhole should coincide with
the constructed solution (53)-(54).
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